Vinyl siding specifically designed for the extreme temperatures of the West.

ENGINEERED STRENGTH: With extra thick panels and a unique locking system, new Western Extreme hangs tough through the harshest weather and rapid temperature changes.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY: Advanced polymers, special additives and a unique design that reflects infrared rays away from the home and reduce heat buildup.
Stand up to wild western weather with the only vinyl siding built to take it.

THE HARSH EFFECTS OF WESTERN EXPOSURE.
Extreme western weather takes a significant toll on home exteriors at higher elevations. High altitude, thinner atmosphere and persistent dry air invite rapid temperature change, damaging infrared light and low humidity that can damage standard home siding.

THE PEAK PERFORMANCE OF WESTERN EXTREME.
Advanced polymers, special additives, unique design, thicker panels and a special locking system allows new Western Extreme to take the punishment of extreme western climates.

V.I.P. LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

*See warranty for details.

Get a free product sample
Contact your Mastic representative at 1.800.962.6973 or visit mastic.com/newproducts